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Abstract

We present the EKNOT system that automatically discovers
major events from online news articles, connects each event
to its discussion in Twitter, and provides a comprehensive
summary of the events from both news media and social me-
dia’s point of view. EKNOT takes a time period as input and
outputs a complete picture of the events within the given time
range along with the public opinions. For each event, EKNOT
provides multi-dimensional summaries: a) a summary from
news for an objective description; b) a summary from tweets
containing opinions/sentiments; c) an entity graph which il-
lustrates the major players involved and their correlations; d)
the time span of the event; and e) an opinion (sentiment) dis-
tribution. Also, if a user is interested in a particular event,
he/she can zoom into this event to investigate its aspects (sub-
events) summarized in the same manner. EKNOT is built on
real-time crawled news articles and tweets, allowing users to
explore the dynamics of major events with minimal delays.

1 Introduction

Massive information from news media and social media
is more easily accessible than ever in this big data era.
News agencies deliver real-time status of major events, cov-
ering every aspect with fairly formal news articles. In the
meantime, people post their comments and raise discussions
via social media sites such as Twitter. The different na-
tures of these two sources provide a complementary view
of an event: A reasonably objective and accurate presen-
tation of an event, and a view full of opinions and senti-
ments from the public. With such observation, we develop
the system EKNOT which effectively discovers events from
news and connects each event to its discussion in Twit-
ter. Given a time period, we intend to answer the follow-
ing questions: 1) What are the major events; 2) who are
the key players in each event; 3) how do people talk about
each event and what are their opinions; 4) when is the event
and how long does the event last; 5) what are the multi-
ple aspects (sub-events) if the event is rather big and in-
fluential? And what are the answers to the above questions
for each aspect? By summarizing news and Twitter simul-
taneously, EKNOT provides informative and comprehensive
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Figure 1: System Architecture. The red background indi-
cates news side and the purple background indicates Twitter
side.

summaries on the event level for users to digest the infor-
mation effectively, which advances existing related research
(systems)(Guo et al. 2013; Shi, Ifrim, and Hurley 2014;
Tsagkias, de Rijke, and Weerkamp 2011).

2 System Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of EKNOT con-
taining four major modules: data collection, event/aspect
discovery, tweets linking and joint summarization. The sys-
tem requires a time period as input and outputs the sum-
maries for the events and aspects within the time range.

In data collection module, EKNOT constantly crawls data
from Google news. For each news article, the module ex-
tracts the keywords and queries the twitter API to obtain an
initial pool of relevant tweets. Entities of the type person, or-
ganization or place are also extracted to further characterize
the corpus.

Upon user query, the event/aspect discovery phase
will identify major events/aspects and represent them by
event/aspect descriptors containing word/time/entity dis-
tributions. A dynamic hierarchical entity-aware discovery
model proposed in our recent work (Wang et al. 2015) is em-
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ployed to learn the optimal representation of the news events
and their multiple aspects in a top-down manner. The model
integrates text, entities and time with the intuition that an
event/aspect must be coherent in all these dimensions. We
then retrieve the most relevant tweets from the initial pool by
standard information retrieval with BM251 using the event’s
word distribution as the query.

After event discovery in news and tweets, we co-rank the
two sources to obtain event news summaries and tweet high-
lights in the joint summarization module. The co-ranking
phase considers a) content and temporal consistency with the
event/aspect; b) coherence between the news summary and
tweet summary; c) coverage and diversity of the news(tweet)
summary; and d) whether the tweet summary contains sub-
stantial opinions/sentiments and represents a general trend
of the public. EKNOT combines Co-HITS (Deng, Lyu, and
King 2009) and the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)
principle (Carbonell and Goldstein 1998) to determine the
top ranked news and tweets. The sentiment analysis was
achieved by a two-step classification model (Barbosa and
Feng 2010).

Together with the news summaries and tweet highlights,
EKNOT also provides the following information to facilitate
event understanding:
• Entity Graphs: EKNOT generates the entity graph based

on the computed entity distributions. The relative impor-
tance of the entity and correlation between two entities
are denoted by the node size and edge width.

• Time Spans: EKNOT utilizes the time distribution in the
descriptor to approximate the time span.

• Opinion Graph: EKNOT shows the positive and negative
percentage of the event tweets in a pie chart.

3 Demonstration Plan

We start the demonstration by issuing a time period query.
EKNOT first returns the event display page which displays
all the major events within this period. Users can choose any
event to see the event details and inspect its aspects. “Event
Details” page displays the summary of the event.On the
“Event Aspects” page, a list of aspects will be dis-
played as illustrated in Figure 2. This figure displays two
sample aspects related to the March 2015 Apple Event: one
is about Apple Watch and the other about MacBook. We are
able to see the time spans on the top, news summaries on
the left, tweet highlights on the right, following by an entity
graph and a pie chart showing the sentiment distribution.
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Figure 2: Aspect Details
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